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Communicated by M. M. Rao 
In this paper, several results on probability spaces have been extended to direct 
limits of such. The calculus includes convergence sequences, conditional 
expectations, completeness questions and extensions of probability spaces. 
INTRODUCTION 
The present paper is devoted to some applications of the direct limits of 
measure spaces [l] to probability theory. A very interesting application of the 
direct limits of measure spaces has recently been given by Rao [2]. 
1. DIRECT LIMITS OF PROBABILITY SPACES 
1. Dejnition of a direct limit of Probability spaces 
For the direct limits of probability spaces see [l]. Let (Ea , fs,J be a direct 
system of sets relative to a right directed preordered set I, where for each pair 
(IX, /3) of elements of I, fBDL is a mapping of E, into Ee , whenever a? < /I. Let 
G = UaE, E, x {a} be the sum and E = lir~ E, the direct limit of the family 
PaL, with respect to the mappings (&J, 01, j3 E I, CY < fl. Let f be the canonical 
mapping of G onto E, and f. the restriction off to E, . Let J$, be the extension 
of fBa to the sets of subsets, defined by 
Let (‘@(I&), fEB,J be the direct system [I, $1, no. 31 of the family (‘;p(E,)),EI 
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relative to the directed preordered set I. Let G = UaE, (p(E,) x {{a}} be the 
sum of the family (!$!(&J),EI , and 8, the equivalence relation on G defined by 
X&Y + Pr ~1, a G Y, B G Y andf,,G’) =~&‘)~, (cf. Ul>* 
Let 8 = b ‘$(I?,) = G/&o be the direct limit of the family (‘p(Q),,, , with 
respect to the family of mappings (J&). Let I,?& be the canonical mapping of G 
onto e and $&tE ) the restriction oft,& to the set ‘$(E,). 
For each 01~~1, let !& be a a-algebra in E, . Suppose that for each 
X, E ‘%RM , one has fsil(X,) E ma, whenever 01< ,fK Let Kajar be the mapping of 
%I& into ‘%I& which possesses the same graph as the restriction of 3aa to the set 
‘R . Then (ma y !BBaLI is a direct system of sets and the canonical injections 
&: %I& t-+ ‘$(E,) permit us, for each 01 E 1, to identify [l, Sect. 2, no. 11, the 
direct limit m = lir~ 9& , which is a u-algebra in E [l, Sect. 2, Theorem 11, 
with a subset of 8, by means of the direct limit mapping j = hj, (cf. [3, 
Chap. 3, 97, no. 61). For each 01~1, we denote by $m the restriction of the 
canonical mapping &+tE ) to the set !I&. By identificition of !#(G/R) with 
‘@(G)/Z?, where & is the :quivalence relation associated to the extension3 of the 
canonical mappingf of G onto E = G/R, and according to [4, Sect. 1, Prop. 11, 
we have 
and ol~l. 
&IJ&%> = f,GG>, for each Xa E m, (2) 
Let, on the other hand, (P&, be a direct system of probabilities, i.e. [l, 
Sect. 4, Theorem 4]), such that, for each (Y E 1, P, is a countable additive map- 
ping of ‘i& into F, = F = [0, l] and the diagram 
%JlaAFa 
QE 1 p ( where j = identical mapping of F), 
m,wFB 
is commutative, whenever a < /3. Then we have 
(3) 
Let P = lb P, be the direct limit of the direct system (Pa),,, of probability 
spaces. It is known [l, Sect. 4, Theorem 21 that P is a countable additive map- 
ping of the u-algebra )1Jz into F = [0, 11, and then, for each (II ~1, one has: 
Pa = PO&& = Paofol (cf. [5, Sect. 1, prop. 11. (4) 
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Now let GUneN be a sequence of pairwise disjoints sets of the u-algebra %JI. 
Then unEN X, E ‘$I. Therefore, there exists a unique a: E I [3, Chapt. 3, Sect. 7, 
no. 5, Lemma l] such that 
Under these conditions, we have [ 1, Sect. 4, Theorem 21: 
Jquxn) = 1 Wn) 
VlEN MN (5) 
On the other hand, for each XE %I, there exists a unique a EI such that 
x = Ilrrm,(Xa) =lxxa> for XolE9Jl,, 
where fa is the canonical mapping of $m, into 1111 (see Eq. (2) above). Then, 
fv) = Jvb.l&w = P(fa<W) = ~GJ9 
whence 
0 ,< P(X) < 1, VXELDZ. (6) 
Likewise, one has E E %R, since m is a u-algebra in E = l&r E, , and 
Em ~ma * $m,W EW =+ hm,W -MC) CE 
* P(fA%)) G J’(E) d 1 
=+ P,(E,J = 1 < P(E) < 1 
z- P(E) = 1. 
Therefore, the mapping P: $II N [0, I] satisfies the conditions (3), (4) and 
P(E) = 1, (7) 
i.e., P is a probability. Thus we have proved Theorem 4 of [I, Sec. 4, no. 31, 
in which the result was announced. 
We say that 
(E,W,P)=(l&E,,lim%RDZ,,l&P,) 
is the probability space, direct limit of the direct system of probability spaces 
(Eu , ‘$I=, Pa), and we can write: 
(E, ‘2% P> = lim(E, 3 2% , Pa). (8) 
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2. Direct limits of direct systems of complete probability spaces 
We say [5, Chap. 1, Def. 1.4.51 that a subset N of E in a probability space 
(E, ‘92, P) is negligible (with respect to the probability P) if there exists an 
element A E 92 such that NC A and P(A) = 0. A probability space (E, !JJI, P) 
is said to be complete if YJI contains every P-negligible subset of E. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let (E, %R, P) be the direct limit probability space of a direct 
system (Em , mJz, , P& of probability spaces. 
(a) I f  (E, ‘9X, P) is a complete probability space, then for each P-negligible 
subset N of E, there exists a unique (Y E I such that N = f=(N=), N, E !& and 
N, is a P,-negligible subset of E, . 
(b) Conversely, if (Em , mw , P,),,I is a direct system of complete probability 
spaces, then (E, %& P) is a complete probability space. 
Proof. (a) If (E, 9% P) is a complete probability space, 93 contains all the 
P-negligible subsets of E. Let ‘S be the set of all P-negligible subsets of E. We 
have % C W, and VN E ‘3, 3A E 1111 such that NC A and P(A) = 0. Moreover, 
there exists a unique 01 E I such that N = z,&JJ~(N,), N, E %I& and A = $m,(A,), 
A,E!&. But according to [4, $1, Prop. 11, we have N = fa(Ne) and 
A =f,(A,). Thus [4, $1, L emma 11, N, = f  ;l(N) and A, = f  ;l(A). Then 
NCA = N,CA,, and P(A) = 0 3 P(fa(A,)) = P,(A,) = 0 z- N, is a 
Pm-negligible subset of E. 
(b) Conversely, suppose that (E, , %I& , P&e, is a direct system of com- 
plete probability spaces. Then, if N is a P-negligible subset of E, there exists 
an element A E llJz such that NC A and P(A) = 0. Moreover, there exists a 
unique E ~1 such that A = f,(A,), A, E ‘9& whence 0 = P(A) = P(f,(A,) = 
P&%)- 
On the other hand, NC f,(A,) 2 there exists an N, C A, such that 
N = f&(NJ Cf,(A,) = A. Therefore [5, $1, Lemma 11, 
f;l(N) = N, Cf;l(A) = Aa =+ NE 
is a Pa-negligible subset of E, + N, E 1)31, , since (Ea , 9& , P,) is a complete 
probability space, 
a N = fw(Nm) E ‘9X. 
3. Extension and completion of probability spaces 
Let ‘% be the class of negligible sets of a probability space (E, ‘SR, P). Then 
the class of sets of the form X u N, X E ‘82, NE % is identical with the 
a-algebra generated by 1Dz and ‘%. Moreover, the formula P(X u N) = P(X) 
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defined (unambigously) the unique probability P on %I, which extends P, and 
the probability space (E, m, H) is complete [5, p. 16, Prop. 1.4.51. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let (Ea , ma , p&, be the direct system of probability spaces, 
where for each 01 E I, (Em , mu, PJ is the completion of (E= , rol, , P,). Let, on the 
other hand, (E, %R, P) be the direct limit of the direct system (Em, %.R=, P,), and 
(E, m, p) the completion of (E, m, P). 
Then 
(a) For each p-negligible subset N of E, there exists a unipue a! E I such that 
N = f,(N,J, where N, is a pa-negligible subset of E, . 
(b) For each 01 E I, the canonical image of a ~u-negligible subset of E, is a 
P-negligible subset of E. 
Proof. (a) N is a Fnegligible subset of E 
=G- there exists a unique a: E I such that 
and 
P(A) = P(f,<A,)) = P(Aa) = 0. 
On the other hand 
iv =fa(Nu> Cf&Aa> = A 
* N, C A, and N, negligible subset of E, , 
(b) N, is a pa-negligible subset of E, 
3 there exists an element A, E g31, such that N, E ma , N, C A, and pa(A,) = 0 
* f  <N,> Cfa(Aa> and P(f&Au)) = &A,) = 0 
Z- N = fu(NJ E !lJ and P(A) = P(f,(A,)) = 0. 
4. Direct limits of direct system of Bayes formulas 
Suppose that the direct system (E= , fs&esl satisfies the following condition: 
(*) <fsol: E, t+ E, is an injective mapping whenever 01 < /I>>. Then [3, 
Chap. 3, $7, no. 6, Remarque I] f., iban injective mapping of E, into 
E=lir~E~. 
Let (E, ‘SJI, P) be the direct limit probability space of the direct system of 
probability spaces (Em , ma , P,),,, . For each a: ~1, let P,(B, 1 A,) be the con- 
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ditional probability [6, Chap. 4, $11, of B, E 9X, , given the hypothesis A, E %Xuz, , 
defined by 
PdBa I 4 = Pc44 n 4W’@rx) (9) 
where A, n B, means the conjunction of the events A, and B, . But (PJ being 
a direct system of probabilities, one has 
P, = Pofa by (4) no. 1, 
and (9) takes the form 
P(fXB, I A,)) = P(~(A~B~>)/P(f~(A,>). 
On the other hand we have 
f,<AJ nf,(B,) = fa<Aa n B,), 
since f ,  is an injective mapping. Thus, 
P( f,<B, I A,)) = P( f,(A,) n fa<B,))/P( f&Q) 
= P(f,(B, n A,))IP(f,<A,)) = P(f,<B,) I f=<AJ). (10) 
Conversely, let P(B ( A) be the conditional probability of B E 92, given the 
hypothesis A E !DI. Then, there exists a unique 01 E I such that 
P(B I A) = P,(B, I A,)> A,E%X,, B,E!&. 
Indeed, B E YJI, A E !UI 2 301 E I, 01 unique, such that A = f,(A,), B = fa(Ba), 
A, E mm, , B, E 1111,  whence by (10): 
W I A) = P(f,(BJ Ifu(A,>) = P,(f,(B, I A,) 
= P,(Ba I 4 
Thus we have proved the following. 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that the direct system (E, , fe,J satis$es the condition 
(*) fea is an injective mapping of E, into Ee , whenever OL < 8. 
Let (E, 9X, P) be the direct limit of the direct system of probability spaces 
6% > Wt 3 P&~I . If, for each 01 E I, P,(B, I A,) is the conditional probability 
of B, E %N= , given the hypothesis A, E rxJz, , then P(f,(B,) ) fa(ALI)) is the 
conditional probability of fa(BJ E 
r 
, given the hypothesis fm( A,) E 9.X Conversely, 
if P(B 1 A) is the conditional pro ability of B E 102, given the hypothesis A E 92, 
then, there exists a unique OL E I, such that 
P(BIA)=P,(B,(A,) for B,~92, A,E%%. 
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Under the above conditions, we say that (P,(B, 1 Aor))uer is a direct system of 
conditional probabilities and 
P(B I A) = lim f’,(B, I A,), 
is the direct limit conditional probability of this system. 
Remark. From (9) and (10) we get, respectively, 
P,(-% n Bm) = P,(& I 4) P&J, 
P(f,<B,) nf,(&) = Wx@d I f,(&W&%)). 
(9’) 
w> 
Then we set the product of the right side of (9’) (and (IO’)) equal to 0 if 
P&A,) = P(f,@,)) = 0, i.e., ifP& I A,) makes no sense. Under this assump- 
tion (9’) (and (10’)) is true for all A, and B, . 
If we substitute E, - A, foreA, in (9’) we get 
Pa((Ea - 4 n BJ = PaP, I (Ea - 4 P&R - 4). (9”) 
Then, by adding both formulas (9’) and (9”) we find 
P,(B,) = PdBa I 4) Pa(A) + P&% - 4) Pa& - 4. (11) 
Suppose now that UieN A,j = E, is a partition of E, . In this case, from (11) it 
follows that 
and 
P&L) = 1 P#C IAm9 
jEN 
Pa(B, n A,j) = P,(B, I Ai) P&&j), 
whence 
P&B,) = C p,(B, I A,j) p,(A2> 
iEN 
(cf. [6, Chap. .4, $1, Eq. (141). 
Assuming P&B,) > 0 and using the relation 
P,(A,~ I B,) = p&4,K n BJPJB,) = p,(B, I 43WDW’&) 
we get according to (12), the Bayes formula 
(12) 
P,(AaK 1 B,) = P,(Bm I4zK) P(43,$ P,R I A’,) P&%‘) (13) 
joN 
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which is equivalent to 
be a Bayes formula in (E, ‘9X, P), for J finite subset at N. Then, there exists a 
unique ar E I such that 
4 = f&%9, Aa,j~!&, V’E], A, = fa<4xKK>, AaK E !JXTJz, 
and 
B = f,<B,)> B, &JZ, . 
Therefore (15) is equivalent to 
J’,(4iK I 4x) = J’,(Ba I A,“> P,W/~ P@m I Ad) Wa? W-9 
jEJ 
In this case, we say that 
( J’aP, I 4xX) P&%K) Pa(AcxK I Bm) = CjeJ P,(B, 1 A,j) P(A,i) 1 sol 
is a direct system of Bayes formulas, whose direct limit is given by (15). 
5. Direct limits of direct systems of convergent sequences of real random variables 
For the direct limits of direct systems of real random variables (RRV), see 
[4, Sect. 2, no. 31. Let (E, !IR, P) be the direct limit probability space of the 
direct system (E, , ‘9.Q) PJllE1 of probability spaces. For each 01 E I, let (u,~),~~ 
be a convergent sequence of RRV on (Em, Z&J, and u, = lim,,, u,n, the limit 
[5? 11.2, p. 351 of this sequence. Suppose that for each 11 E N, (zc,“),~~ is a direct 
system of RRV, i.e., u,” = u,” 0 fBa , whenever 01 < p. Then [4, Sect. 2, no. 31, 
un = l& uan is again a RRV, Vn E N, and 
uan = un Qfu9 
where fm is the canonical mapping of Em into E = lir~ E, . 
On the other hand, 
(17) 
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implies that u, = u, ofa. => (lim,,, u,” = u,JUEI is a direct system of RRV, and 
we get 
u, = uof,, where u = l& u, . (18) 
However, from (17), we obtain 
u, = lim uEn n+ao 
whence, according to (18) 
u = lim un 
n-m 
Thus we have proved the following. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let (E, W, P) be the probability space, direct limit of the 
direct system (Em , Y$J& , P&t of probability spaces. For each 01 E I, let (u,“),~~ be 
a convergent sequence of RRV on the measurable space (EN, ‘&J&J. Let Us = 
lim,,, u an be the limit of this sequence. Suppose, that for each n E N, the family 
(zJ,~)~~, is a direct system of RRV. Then (u&r is again a direct system of RRV 
and u = lim u = lim,,, un = lim,,,(l&, uEn). -a 
We say that u is the direct limit of the direct system (u,“),,~,~~~ of convergent 
sequences of RRV. 
6. Almost sure convergence and convergence in probability of direct systems of 
real random variables 
Let (E, %X, P) be a probability space. Let u, u’ be to RW on (E, 9X). We 
say that u and u’ are equal almost surely (or almost everywhere), if P(u # u’) = 0. 
This (equivalence) relation is denoted by u F u’. 
If uk ~93: uk’ for every k E K, where K is a’cbuntable set, then: 
sup Uk z sup uIc’ and inf uk =- inf uk’ 
k . . k k 23.8. 
(cf. [5,11.4]). 
If u has an expectation, E(u) [4, Sect. 2, no. 2, Remark] then every RRV 
u’ z u has an expectation E(u’) and E(u’) = E(u). Thus, u’ is integrable if and 
only’ if u is integrable. The set of equivalence classes of RRV defined on a 
probability space (E, m, P) is a complete lattice [5, Prop. 11.4.1, p. 441. 
DEFINITION 1. We say that a sequence (u,),~~ of RRV converges almost 
surely (a.s.) if lim supn u, z lim, inf u, . 
. . 
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DEFINITION 2. We say that a sequence ( U,JnsN of a.s. finite RRV converges 
in probability to the a.s. finite RRV u, if 
(P(l 42 - x I) > El - 0 when n--f 03, for every E > 0. 
Under these conditions we write: u, 2 u. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let (E, ‘9X, P) be the direct limit probability space of the 
direct system (Eel , 93, , P&., of probability spaces. 
(a) For each 01 E I, let (uon)neN be a sequence of RRV which converges a.s. 
Suppose that for each n E N, (u~~)=~, is a direct system of RRV. Then, the sequence 
(@ = lim, %%N converges a.s. to a RRV u, which, by definition, is anyone of 
the RRV in the, uniquely determined, equivalence class of lim supn un, where 
un = ha uaR; i.e. 
u = lim sup (b u,“). 
n a 
(b) For each 01 EI, let (ua”),,N be a sequence of a.s. finite RRV, which con- 
verges in probability to the a.s. Fnite RRV u, . Suppose that for each n EN, 
(~l,n),~, is a direct system of a.s. $nite RRV. Then, the sequence (u” = l&, u@“),~~ 
of a.s. finite RRV converges in probability to the a.s. finite RRV u = lim u, ; 
i.e., if for each 01 E I, 
then 
Pa({l umn - % I > 4) + 0 (n + w), for eve?y E > 0, 
w %” - % I > 4) * 0 (n + w) for ewry E > 0, 
more precisely : 
Proof of (a). (u,“),,~ direct system of each 
n E N G- u,” = us% 0 fell S- lim sup u,n = lim sup u,” 0 fern =E- lim sup uan 
12 n R 
is a direct system of RRV. 
On the other hand 
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where un = u, uan 
~j lim sup uan = lim sup u” of* = lim sup (b Ua”) 0fa . 
R 12 n a 
Thus 
lim sup un = lim sup (l& 24,“). 
n ?z a 
Likewise, 
lim sup u,” direct system of RRV implies 
II 
limsupU,n = uOfa. 
n 
Then, (1) and (2) give us 
u = lim sup (l& ~4,~). 
n a 
Proof of (6). For each o! E I, let ./Ian be the element of !& defined by 
Aan = {x~ E E, such that 1 u~“(x,J - u&J > l } 
Then, 
uan -p” u, * P,(A,fl) --t 0 (n-+ m> OL 
On the other hand, 
f&L”) = {f&J E E such that I un(f&& - u(fa(Q)I > ~1 
and P, = P ofa 
* P({lu”--ul >E)-+O (n + a), 
I.e., 
uan - 21, 
pa 
for every 01 E I 
* lim 24,” - * p Iimua a 
(1) 
(2) 
2. DIRECT LIMITS OF DIRECT SYSTEMS OF 
~SOLUTELY CONTINUOUS REAL MEASURES 
1. Direct limits of measure subspaces 
Let (E, 92, A) be the measure space, direct limit of a family (E= , !!U& , A,),,, 
of measure spaces. For each (Y E I, let W, be a a-subalgebra of !3& , such that the 
mapping fsa: E, t+ Ee satisfies the condition 
-K~R, whenever OL < /3. (1) 
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Therefore (%,Jaol is a direct system of a-subalgebra, and % = lim !I& may be 
identified with a subset of llJz = lint ‘9X, [2, Chap. 3, 97, no. 6, p. 641. Moreover, 
‘% is a u-algebra in E. 
On the other hand, (X& direct system of measures [l, Sect. 3, no. 1, Theor. l] 
z- A, = 43 o.L9a * &(X,) = wi3or<&))~ vx, E m, 
- faaWa> E %3 by condition (1) 
* hn.KY> = b&3cxK>)~ vx, E m, 
= (h,Ll is a direct system of measures 
=shgJ = L1 +b?, 9 where hm = l& !I& 
and $%a is the restriction of the canonical mapping $ to the a-subalgebra 5X2, .
However [4, Sec. 1, Prop. 1, no. 11, we have 
Therefore (E, , Y& , Aso) is a measure space, which is called a measure subspace 
of the measure space (EN , RR, , X,). (E, , ‘iJ& , hs&e, is a direct system of meas- 
ure subspaces and (E, ‘9X, hs) = h,(E, , ‘& , X,J is the measure subspuce, 
direct limit of the system (Em , ‘SE , &&I. 
It may be said that (E, ‘%, hg) is a direct limit measure subspace of the direct 
limit measure space (E, 9X, A). 
2. Direct limits of probabiZity subspaces 
Let (P&ar be a direct system of probabilities and (E, ‘9Jl, P) = b(E, , ‘9X,, PJ 
(cf. Sect. 1A). For each 01 E 1, let P%, be the restriction of P, to ‘!I& . It is easy to 
show that (Em, R , PS heI is a direct system of probability subspaces, and that 
(E, %, Pz) = (h E, , b am, h Pg,) is a probability subspace of the direct 
limit probability space (E, ‘9X, P). 
3. Direct limit of direct systems of absolutely continuous complex measures 
Let (Em , QL , t&~ be a direct system of measure spaces. Suppose that for 
each 01 E I, pu is a positive u-finite measure on ‘$& . For each OL E 1, let U, be a 
complex valued function integrable with respect to pa . Suppose, moreover, that 
b&I is a direct system of complex-valued functions. Under these conditions, 
let h, be the absolutely continuous complex measure with respect to plr given by 
Ax(&) = j- u, 4, , X, E m, , u, E W/4 (3) 
XL2 
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for each a! E I, which is equivalent to 
Ax = % . Pa 
or to 
dh, = u, * dpu , 
(4) 
(5) 
where u, is the Radon-Nikodym derivation of A, with respect to ,uar . Thus we 
have the following. 
PROPOSITION 1. (A&, is a direct system of absolutely continuous complex 
measures, and 
h = l&h, = (l&l II,) . (b pJ. 
Proof- Let 6% , f~ar)a.~E~ , be the direct system of sets, with respect to the 
mappings fsa: E, ++ E, , 01 < j?. Then, (CL,) direct systems of measures 
-PLY =tw3euu, where & is the restriction to: 9.X, t+ ‘%RB, of the function 
j&: b(E,) I+ b(E,), whenever 01 </I. 
Likewise, (uJorsl direct system of mappings 
* A, = 43 43. aG<B 
=s buad is a direct system of measures 
* A, = hof, by virtue of [4, Sect. 1, Prop. 11, 
where X = lir~~ A, 
where 
u=limu, and /.L =bp,. 
Whence, 
h =l4-p, 
which proves Proposition 1. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let (EoI ,9.X, , P&t be a direct system of probability spaces, 
and (E, llJz, P) = li&E, , ‘%Rm, , Pa). Let (u,),~, be a direct system of positive RRV. 
men & = d’orL, is a direct system of positive absolutely continuous measures, 
i.e., for each 01 e I, A, = u,P, is a positive absolutely continuous measure with 
respect to P, , and 
h = l&l h, = [l&u,) . (h&l Pa). 
3. DIRECT LIMITS OF DIRECT SYSTEMS OF CONDITIONAL EXPECTATIONS 
A. Conditional expectations 
For the definition and properties of conditional expectations see, e.g., [5, 
IV.31 and [6, Chap. 4, $21. 
Let (E, %I& P) be a fixed probability space and W a o-subalgebra of !I&?; let 
p be a positive measure on the measurable space (E, !lJI), absolutely continuous 
with respect to P, i.e., such that TV = u . P, where u is a positive RRV, unique 
up, to equivalence. 
Let ~LW be the restriction of p to (E, ‘9). p% is absolutely continuous with 
respect to the restriction Pn, i.e., we can write dp8 = E(u 1 ‘9%) dP%, where the 
positive RRV E(u 1 %) is said to be the conditional expectation of u with respect 
to the o-subalgebra % of %Jk Then by the Radon-Nikodym theorem we define 
the following. 
DEFINITION 3 (cf. [5, DCf. IV.3.11). Let u be an (equivalence class of) 
positive RRV. The conditional expectation E(u 1 %) of u with respect to the 
a-subalgebra % of %II, is the unique positive (equivalence class of) RRV on 
(E, ‘8, PR) such that 
s 
udP = 
s E(u I ‘W df’iu 9 (BE%) B B 
which is equivalent to 
s 
ugdP= E(u(%)gdPR 
s 
for every positive RRV g. 
B. Direct limits of direct systems of conditional expectations 
Let (E,, ?RU, PgdaE, be a direct system of probability subspaces of a direct 
system (E,, !IJIDz,, P& of probability spaces (cf. Sect. 2, 2, above). Assume that 
the direct system of sets (Em , fsa) is such that &,(XJ E !I&, VXa E ‘lI& and that 
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(& = ~2~) is a direct system of positive absolutely continuous measures, i.e., 
such that: A, = u,P, is absolutely continuous with respect to P, , u, is a positive 
RRV for every 01 E I, and (q-&r is a direct system of positive RRV. Then we 
have (cf. Sect. 2, 3, Cor. 1) 
h = l&J A, = (h u,)(lirJ PJ = u * P 
where Al = l& U, is again a positive RRV [4, Sect. 1, no. 2, Prop. 31. 
We have 
where E(u, 1 ~8~) is the conditional expectation of Us with respect to the a-sub- 
algebra a2, of rpZ, , for each TV E I, and P, . 
On the other hand, A, = u,P, implies 
But (A,) direct system of absolutely continuous positive measures for (Pm) 
V& E 2RN , which implies 
Therefore (E(u* 1 %J)OLEI is a direct system of conditional expectations. We have 
also proved the following. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let (A&, be a direct system of positive absolutely continuous 
measures relative to (P& Then: 
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(4 P(s I WLal is a direct system of conditional expectations, where 
E(u, 1 %J is the conditional expectation of u, with respect to the a-s&algebra k& 
of W, and P, ; 
(b) we have 
Proof. (a) has been proved above. To prove (b), we remark that 
But by Sect. 2, 1, Theorem 1, and Sect. 2, 3, we have 
s u, dP, = s udP = XL7 r,cx,> s E(u 1%) dP% . fa<&> 
Likewise 
Therefore, 
Whence 
E(u I 9.X) z b (zl, ] ‘9,) = E(lim U, I l& !RJ, . . a 
which proves (b). 
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